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Abstract
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G.A., Cell-like

images

and UV”’ groups,
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and its Applications

50 (1993) 35-46.

Let X and A be compact metric spaces. The main problem studied in this paper is that of finding
are
conditions
under which a map f: A - X can be lifted to a cell-like space; i.e., conditions
sought under which there exist a cell-like continuum
Z and continuous
maps g : Z --) X and
f’:A-r
2 such that gof =f: A theorem is proved which spells out technical conditions
on the
embedding
of A into X and on the homotopy pro-groups
of X under which such a lifting exists.
The main corollary asserts the following: If X is UV”+‘, dim AS k, and f: A- X is continuous,
then there exist a cell-like continuum
Z and maps g : Z --) X and f’: A- Z such that gof’=f:
An example is constructed
which shows that the hypothesis
cannot be weakened to UVk. The
theorem and example are both applied to the problem of calculating
UV” groups.
keywords: Cell-like,
AMS (MOS)

lifting,

homotopy

groups,

Subj. Class: 54F43, 55405,

UV” groups

55QO7.

Introduction
Let X be a topological
space and k a nonnegative
integer. In [7], Mrozik defines
a collection of variations
on the kth homotopy group of X. For each nonnegative
integer m, he defines the kth UV” group QT:‘““(X) and also defines the kth CE group
v:“(X).
In this paper we make some observations
concerning
those groups. We
show that, for fixed X and k, these groups are nearly all isomorphic.
Specifically,
we show that the natural homomorphism
nzE(X) + vi”“(X)
is an isomorphism
for m > k. Mrozik has already shown [7, Proposition
2.81 that rim’(X) = 0 if m < k.
Thus for each X and k there are at most two distinct groups: 7rjk)(X) and r:“(X).
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We show by example

that these

two groups

are, in general,

different

from each

other and also different from either the ordinary homotopy group To
or the kth
shape group 7jl(X). It should be noted that for LC” spaces, all the groups are the
same [7, Theorem 2.71.
The main tool used in this paper is a lifting theorem for compacta. The theorem
should be viewed as a relative version of Ferry’s theorem in [4]. Ferry gives conditions
under

which a compactum

In our relative

version

X is the continuous

of Ferry’s theorem

image of a cell-like

we begin

with a compact

continuum
subset

Z.

A of X

and ask whether or not A can be lifted to Z. That is, given A= X we look for a
cell-like continuum
Z 3 A and a map g : Z + X such that g(A = id. Obviously some
restriction
on the embedding
of A into X is required.
In particular,
A must be
contractible
in any neighborhood
of X. Before stating our theorem we give this
property a name.

Definition. Let X be a continuum
embedded in an ANR and f: A -+ X be a map.
We say that f is UV-inessential
if f is null-homotopic
in U for every neighborhood
U of X. It is easy to see that this definition
depends only on f and X and is
independent
of the embedding
of X. The fundamental
dimension of X, denoted
Fd(X) and also called the shape dimension of X, is defined to be the minimum of
{dim Y( Y has the shape of X}.

Theorem 0.1. Suppose X is a continuum with pro-n,(X)
profinite and k is a nonnegative
integer such that pro-r,(X)
is stable for i c k and Mittag- Lefler for i = k + 1. If A
map, then there
is a compactum with Fd(A) 4 k and f: A -j X is a UV-inessential
exist a cell-like continuum Z and maps g : Z ---z X andf : A + Z such that gof’=f:

Corollary. Zf X is a UV”+’ continuum, Fd(A) G k, and f: A -+ X, then there exist a
cell-like continuum Z and maps g : Z + X andf’: A -+ Z such that gof’ =J:

It is obvious that the UV-inessential
hypothesis is necessary in Theorem 0.1, but
the necessity of the condition on pro-r. Ir+, is less obvious. It might also seem at first
that UV” would suffice as a hypothesis
in the Corollary
since Fd(X) s k and X
having property UV’ are enough to ensure that f is UV-inessential.
But we show
by example that the UV” hypothesis
is not enough and that some hypothesis
on
pro-rrk+, is needed.

of the dyadic solenoid. There
Example 0.2. Let zkt’ denote the k-fold suspension
is possible.
exists a map f: S” + Ek+’ for which no lift to a UV”+’ continuum
Specifically,
there do not exist a UV”” space Z and maps g : Z -f Ekt’ and
f’:S“+Z
such that gof’=f:
,*

Cell-like

The Corollary

Theorem

to Theorem

images and UP

Trim)(X)

This means
each other.

that,

and

m > k, then

the natural

UV” groups.

homomorphism

is an isomorphism.

for fixed k, all the groups

But we show by example

Example 0.4. If 2 h+’ is as in Example

1. Definitions
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0.1 is used to prove our result about

0.3. If X is a continuum

%-Z”(X) *

groups

rr:“‘(X),

that r:“‘(X)

m > k, are isomorphic

to

may be different.

0.2, then nkk)(Z;l‘+‘) = 0 but rry+‘)(Z-k+‘)

# 0.

and notation

The reader is referred to [7] for most definitions needed in this paper. In particular,
the definitions
of LC” and UV” can be found there. A compactum
is said to be
cell-like (abbreviated
CE) if it is contractible
in any neighborhood
of itself when
embedded
in an ANR. The kth homotopy
pro-group
of X is denoted pro-n,(X)
and consists of the inverse system of homotopy groups of neighborhoods
of X. The
definitions
of such properties as stability and Mittag-Lefler
associated with these
pro-groups
can be found in [S].
The UV”’ groups and CE groups are defined in
that reference for technical details. We merely give
that an element of rrk(X) is represented
by a map
that /3(S”-‘) is a point. In a similar way, an element
a triple (C, (Y,p) in which C is a UV”’ compactum,

and p 0 LYis constant.

An element

of n:“(X)

[7]; the reader should consult
the intuitive idea here. Recall
p : B’ --, X with the property
of v:““(X)
is represented
by
(Y and p are maps with

is represented

by the same kind

of

triple (C, (Y,/3) in which C is cell-like. An equivalence
relation is defined on these
triples which involves moving across UV”’ or CE sets. Thus the UV” groups are
more rigid than the shape groups in that each element is represented
by an actual
map into the space, but less confining
than the homotopy
groups because UV”’
spaces are used as the domains instead of contractible
ones.

2. Liftings

to cell-like

compacta

In this section we present the proof of Theorem 0.1. The proof follows the outline
of the proof of the main theorem in [4], but care must be taken to make sure that
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it is possible to relativize at each step. We begin by stating
a relative version of Theorem 2’ in [3]. This more technical

a proposition
which is
version of the theorem

is proved in the same way as the original, but extra care must be taken in the
construction
of the maps. This is particularly
true of the part of the proof that
corresponds

to [3, Lemma

Proposition 2.1. If

3.11.

f:K + L is a PL map between finite polyhedra and both K and

L have finite fundamental
groups, then for every n there exist a finite polyhedron
K’I K, a CE-PL retraction r: K’-+ K, and an AF” map f : K’+ L such that f 0 r is
homotopic to f. Moreover, I$ LO c K n L, LO L, L is inessential, and f 1LO = id, then
we can choose f’ so that f’l LO = id.

The proof of Proposition
2.1 is based on two lemmas.
to Theorem 1’ and Lemma 3.1 of [3].

The two lemmas correspond

Lemma 2.2. If f:K -+ L is a (k + 1)-connected map of finite polyhedra, then there
exist a finite polyhedron K’I K, a CE-PL retraction r: K’-+ K, and a UVk-PL map
f’ : K’ + L such that f 0 r is homotopic to f’. Moreover, if LOc K n L and f 1L, = id,
then we can choose f so that f 1LO = id.

Proof. This is simply a more technical
[3]. He constructs a diagram

K’ -%

statement

of what Ferry actually

proves

in

M(f)

in which K c K’, r is a CE-PL
retraction, and the upper triangle
mapping cylinder of $1 0

retraction,
commutes

g is UVk, c is the mapping cylinder
exactly on K. [Here M(f) denotes the

Lemma 2.3. Let B be a connectedfinite
PL cell complex and let p : E --) B be a Hurewicz
fibration from an ANR to B withfiber 9. If 9 hashnite skeleta, then for every n there
exist afinitepolyhedron
K, a PL-AF” mapg : K -+ Band an n-connected map h : K --+ E
such that p 0 h = g. Moreover, if LO is a connected subcomplex of B such that LO v B
is inessential, then K can be chosen so that LO c K and g 1LO = id.

Cell-like

Proof. Since LO 9

B is inessential,

images and UV’”

groups
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p is trivial over Lo. Thus there exists a commuta-

tive diagram
L,,x .F -

\l

E
P

P,’

in which

h”(x)

x 9

B
is a homotopy

equivalence

from {x}

x 9

to p-‘(x)

for every

x~L,.LetFbethe(n+l)-skeletonof~,K’=L,xF,andh’=h”lK’.Thenwehave
h"

K’ -

ElLo

in which p’=p”( K’ is AF” and the restriction of h’ to any fiber is n-connected.
The proof is completed by inductively
extending to the cells of B-Lo as in [3].
0
(See the top of p. 374 in [3].)
Proof of Proposition 2.1. The proof parallels that of [3, Theorem 2’1, as explained
equivalent
to a
in the middle of p. 374 of [3]. The map f: K + L is homotopy
fibration p: E + L with fiber 9. By [3, Lemma 3.21, 9 has finite skeleta so we can
apply Lemma 2.3 to this fibration. With N = max {n + 2, dim K + 2}, this produces

in which K - E is a homotopy
equivalence,
h” is N-connected,
Since K + E is a homotopy
equivalence
and h” is N-connected,
d : K”+ K which is N-connected.
Now
such that d 0s is homotopic to id. Notice
more, we can choose s to be an extension
The final step in the proof is to apply

and p” is AFN.
there is a map

N > dim K + 1, so there exists s : K -+ K”
that s will be (N - 1)-connected.
Furtherof the identity map from Lo c K to Lo c K”.
Lemma 2.2 to s: K + K”. This gives

in which r is a CE-PL retraction and s’ is UV”. Then f’ = ~“0 s’ is the composition
of a UV” and an AF” map and is therefore AF”. All maps are the identity on Lo. 0

G.A. Venema
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Proof of Theorem 0.1. We observe

that, without

loss of generality,

we may assume

in Theorem 0.1 thatf: A - X is an inclusion map. This is so because if the conclusion
of the theorem holds for the inclusion
A -+ M(f),
then it holds for f: A -+ X. We
write X = lim {Ki, ai} where each K, is a finite polyhedron,
LY,: Ki -+ Ki_, is a PL
map, and ;he induced homomorphisms
r,(K,)
+ rr,(Kiel)
are isomorphisms
m < k and epimorphisms
for m = k + 1 (see [3, p. 3821). We further assume
each (Y,is the composition
(yi:

K,

3

of an inclusion
K,_,

x

map followed

by a projection

for
that

of the form

I?$

x I”1

and v{,= (v. x id)(P, . Then we have a commuta-

tive diagram

We claim that P, is k-connected.
In order to check this, let g : S” -+ PI be a map,
g extends to G : D”‘+’ + Do x Z”I. Now the sequence

m =Sk. Since Do is contractible,
TT+~(K,)*

n,+l(KoX

I”‘)+

T,+~(KoX I”‘, KJ+

rj(K,)

+

nj(KOX 1”‘)

is exact, so T~+,( K. x 1”1, K,) = 0 forj < k and thus there is a homotopy of ( v. x id)0 G
which pulls D”‘+’ into K, and keeps S” fixed. Since v. is an AFkf’ map, this

Cell-like

images and l/V”’ groups
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homotopy
can be lifted to a homotopy
in D,x I”1 that pulls D”‘+’ into a small
neighborhood
of P, , keeping S” fixed. Since P, is a polyhedron,
this is enough to
conclude that g is null-homotopic
in P, .
Now L, c K, n (Lox I”!) and uO/ L, = id. Thus L, c P, and by the previous paragraph we can extend the inclusion L, 9 P, to a map CL, + P,. We apply Proposition
2.1 to the map CL, -+ P, to produce a contractible
polyhedron
D,, a PL-CE retraction
D1 +

CL, and an AFht’

commutative

diagram

map p,: D, -+ P,. If we define

we have a

that L(,c D,, L, c D,, and y, / L, = p, : L, + L,. The construction
recursively to produce an infinite diagram

with the property
above is repeated

o”~~“~-“~+yKO

v, to be v;op,,

of the form

.z-

K,

s-

.’

K2 -

KS -

. . .

To complete the proof we define 2 = -lim{ D,, -y,} and g = -lim{ v!}. Since 2 is the
inverse limit of a sequence
of contractible
polyhedra,
it is cell-like. We have
0
constructed
Di in such a way that Li c D,, so we have the desired lift
A - 2.

f:

3. Relationship

between UV” groups and CE groups

In this section we prove Theorem
0.3. There is a natural
homomorphism
h, : %-Z”(X) --+ 7rir”’(X) defined as follows. An element of n:‘“(X) is an equivalence
class of a triple (C, (Y,/3) in which C is cell-like, LY: Sk-’ + C, and p : C + X. Since
an element of
every cell-like space is UV”, the triple (C, (Y,p) also represents
7r(km)(X). Define h, by h,([C, cr, p]) = [C, cr, p] E rr:‘“‘(X).
It is clear that h, is a well-defined
homomorphism.
We show that, for m > k, h,
is one-to-one
and onto by constructing
a function
H,,, : r:““(X)
+ rrE”(X) which
is a 2-sided inverse for h,. One application
of the Corollary
to Theorem 0.1 is
required to define H, and a second is required to prove that H, is well defined.
Let [C, 0, p] be an element of rr:““(X). Then C is UV”’ and

By the Corollary to Theorem 0.1, there
at: Sk-l + C’ and f: C’-+ C such that

exist a cell-like compacturn
C’ and maps
foal= a If we define /3’=Pof; we have a

G.A. Venema
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commutative

diagram

so [C’, (Y’,p’] = [C, (Y,/3] in 77ii”‘(X). Define H,([ C, (Y,p]) = [C’, (Y’,p’] E r:“(X).
We must show that H,,, is well defined. Once that is done the proof is complete
since it is obvious that H, is inverse to h,.
To show H, well defined, we must prove the following:
Zf C, and C’, are UV”
spaces, Z, and Z, are cell-like spaces, and maps a, ,/3,
,f, ,g,al,/3>,
and f2are dejned
so that the diagram

then [Z,, a,, pIof,]
= [Z,, CY*,&ofJ in rzE(X).
We may assume that both (Y, and (Ye are collared embeddings.
(Otherwise,
we
just replace Zi with M(cl,).) Form a continuum
A from the disjoint union of Z,
and Z, by identifying
each point a,(x) with (Ye,
XE Sk-‘. Notice that A has the
shape of Sk (since there is a cell-like map from A to the suspension
of Sk-‘) and
therefore Fd(X) = k < m. Also, there exists a map f : A + C2 defined by f 1Z, = g of,
and f 1Z, = fi.Applying the Corollary to the map f:A -+ C, gives a cell-like space
Z, and maps f’ : A + Z, and g’ : Z, -+ C, such that g’of =J
The diagram
commutes,

4. Examples
We begin this section with two simple examples which illustrate the point that
the UV” groups are different from either the homotopy groups or the shape groups.

Cell-like

images and UV” groups

Let C denote the (k+ 1)-dimensional
Venema in [2, $31. The 2-dimensional

43

example constructed
by Daverman
version is pictured in Fig. 1.

If k> 1, then 7jk(C) 3 rrk(S’) = 0 while nLk’(C) and n:‘“(C)
Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.31. This shows that the UVk and
general, different from the shape groups. On the other hand,
Circle 3 then 7i 1( W) = v”)(
I W) = vyE( W) = Z, but rr,( W) = 0,
also different from the ordinary homotopy groups.

Fig. 1. A 2-dimensional

and

are uncountable
[7,
CE groups are, in
if W is the Warsaw
so these groups are

example.

The main purpose
rik’(X) and rr+“(X)

of this section is to show by example that the two groups
= G-E”(X) are not always the same (as they are for the two
examples described
above and for all the examples constructed
in 171). Let 2’
denote
the dyadic
solenoid.
Then 2’ =lim{S:,
al},
where
each
Sf = S’ and
(YI : Sl * S,‘_, : z H zz for i 3 1. We use (Y,,, to denote the composition
ai+, 0. . .o
ai : S,’ + S,!. We represent each point in S’ by an angle 0 E [0,2~) in the natural
way. We want to define an embedding
fo: So --+ ,Z ’ in such a way that _&(-1) and
&(+l) are in different path components
of E ‘. Specifically, let us choose

“M-1) = (O,O,0,. . .I,
and
fo(+l)=

o,+$,$$,%

,...)

(
The important thing to notice is that any path joining fO(-1) to fJ+l)
in S:, k Z=4,
will wind around SA more than k times. We state this formally as follows.

Observation.

Let A, be an arc in S,’ which joins the ith coordinate

off”(-1)

to the ith

G.A. Venema
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coordinate

of f”(+l).

For every i there exists ni such that if j 2 n, then the loop B,,.i in

SA formed

by ai,’

and [oj,‘(A’)]-’

Now define Ekt’

to be the k-fold

2 k+’ = -lim{SF+‘,
with

each

SF+’ z S’+’

will be homologically
suspension

nontrivial

in Si,.

of E’. Then

(yf+‘}

and

a!:+’ : SF” + SF:” the k-fold

fk : S” --$ E:“+’ be the k-fold

suspension

suspension

of f;,, let pi : 2’+’ -+ SF”

of a,‘. Let
be the natural

projection
map and let f; = piofk.
The proof that 2 kt’ has the properties listed in the introduction
is most naturally
stated in terms of approaching
maps. The definition
of an approaching
map may
be found in [6]. We need the following concept.
Definition.
Suppose A and B are compacta with AC B, X is a compact subset of
the ANR M and f: A - X is a map. We say that f extends to an approaching map
of B into M if there exists a map F: B x [0, co) + M such that F approaches X and

F(x, t) = f(x)
Lemma

for every x E A.

4.1. Zf M is an ANR

approaching

map F: B

x

containing Ekt’, then there is no extension of fk to an
[0,00) + M for any CE compacturn B containing Sk.

Proof.

Observation,
gi

If the homotopy

from

aYtit:lOgr+l

Proposition

f:Sk+Zsuch
Proof.

above.

4.2.

There do not exist a UVkC’ space Z and maps g : Z --+ Ek+’
that gof’=fk.

and

Suppose, on the contrary, that 2, g, andf’ exist. Let Ml and M, be ANR’s
containing
Z and 2 ‘+I, respectively.
Now g can be extended to g : N + M2, where
N is a neighborhood
of 2 in M,. Define F’: Sk x [0, ~0) * N by F’(x, t) =f’(x).
integer n in
Since Z is k-UV, we can extend F’ to B”+’ x {n} for each nonnegative
such a way that F’(Bk+’ x {n}) approaches
2 as n approaches
00. The fact that 2
is (k+ l)-UV allows us to extend F’ to an approaching
map F’: B”+’ x [0, ~0) + Ml.
Define F = go F’. Then F is an approaching
map whose existence contradicts
Lemma 4.1. 0

Cell-like

Proposition

Proof.

Let [C, (Y,p] be an element

shows that [C, LY,/3] represents

Remark. The proof
every k.

Proof.
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4.3. TI-~“(Z~+‘) = 0.

that [Zht’ , /~OCY,
id] also represents

Proposition

images and L/V”’ groups

of rik’(Eh+‘).

The fact that I”+’

an element

the trivial

of nkk)(l’+‘)

element

above shows that r:“‘(X)

of nk”(Z“+‘).

is UV” means

and so the diagram

0

= 0 for every UV’” space X and for

4.4. mzE(Sk+‘) # 0.

Let (Y: Sk-’ if

projection
nontrivial

Bk be the inclusion
and define p : B” + iY’+’ to be the
Bk -+ BklSk-’
= Sk followed by fk. We will show that [Bk, a, p] is
in -r~-y+“(X). If [Bk, a, p] = 0, then there is a sequence

(C”, a0, PO),

(Cl,

aI

3 PI),.

. . 3 cc,,

an,

Pn)

such that (C,, CQ, &) = (Bk, (Y, p), P,, is constant,
and, for each i, C, is a CE
compactum
with
either
(C, aiTP’)z(C’+‘>
ai+‘,P;+‘)
or
(C;, a,,@,)~
Cti+l,
pi+‘)
(see
[7]
for
definitions).
By
replacing
each
C’
with
the
mapping
(C,+,,
cylinder of ai, if necessary, we can arrange that each cyi is an embedding.
Define
D’ = C’/ai(Sk-‘).
Then each Di has the shape of S” and p, determines
a map
p: : D, - xk+‘. We will prove the following claim: If p: has the property that pi
extends to an approaching
map B x [0, co) -+ E k+’ for some CE compactum
B, then
so does PI-, . Since p’n clearly has this property and ph does not (by Lemma 4.1),
this will give us the contradiction
we need to complete the proof. The claim is
formalized in Lemma 4.5, below.
0

Lemma 4.5. For i = 1,2, let Di be a compactum having the shape of Sk, and let
pi : D, + 2 k+’ be a map. Suppose g : D, -+ Dz is a map such that g is a shape equivalence
and PI = p20g. If M is an ANR containing Zkt’, then PI extends to an approaching
map of some CE compacturn into M if and only if p2 does.

G.A. Venema
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Proof.

First, suppose that p2 extends to such an approaching
map. Then there exists
a cell-like
compactum
B2 containing
D, and an approaching
map F2: B, x
[0, 00) - M which extends
p2. Define g’: D, -+ B2 to be g composed
with the
inclusion
D, L, B, and define B, to be the mapping cylinder
strong deformation
retraction
of B, to B, so B, is cell-like.

of g’. Then there is a
We identify D, with

L), x (0) c B, . Define

F, : B, x [0, ~0) --+ M by F,(x, t) = F2(x, t) if XE B, and
F,((y, s), t) =/3,(v) if (JJ, s) E B, x [0, I]. It is easy to check that F, is a well-defined
approaching
map of B, into M which extends p, .
Second, suppose there exist a cell-like compactum
B, containing
D, and an
approaching
map F, : B, x [0,00) -+ M which extends p,. In this case we define B,
to be B, u M(g) (where D, is identified with D, x (0)~ M(g)-the
top of M(g))
and define F2 in a way that is analogous
to the definition
of F, in the paragraph
above. The only thing that is different in this case is the fact that B2 is cell-like. But
this is where the fact that g is a shape equivalence
comes in. Just as the mapping
cylinder of a homotopy equivalence
of finite polyhedra strong deformation
retracts
to the top, so the mapping
cylinder of a shape equivalence
strong deformation
retracts to the top in any neighborhood
of itself. This is enough to make B,
cell-like.
0
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